
 

 

   S.8034 (Kaminsky)/ A.10569, Rules (Nolan) 

Amend APPR to Increase Flexibility and Protect School Aid   

The New York State School Boards Association (NYSSBA) strongly supports the above 

referenced legislation and urges its immediate enactment.  

This legislation, if enacted, would allow districts to maintain and implement an approved Annual 

Professional Performance Review (APPR) plan in accordance with section 3012-c of the education 

law until September 1, 2019 and still receive their state aid increases.  

Actions taken by the Board of Regents earlier this year insulated educators and students from 

negative consequences related to APPR by enacting moratorium on the use of state assessments in 

grades 3-8 ELA and math and/or the state provided growth scores on Regents examinations as a 

part of APPR through the 2018-19 school year. NYSSBA supported this action, viewing this pause 

as part of the needed opportunity to “reboot” the implementation of revised learning standards and 

assessments by alleviating the pressure associated with the use of these assessments as part of the 

APPR. 

However, NYSSBA questions the practicality of forcing districts and collective bargaining units to 

negotiate, and having the State Education Department approve, hundreds of new plans under   

section 3012-d during this pause. Moreover, if a district fails to do so by September 1, 2016, this 

could result in the loss of a district’s 2015-16 and 2016-17 state aid increases. 

NYSSBA does not seek an end to the implementation of rigorous educator evaluations. Instead, we 

seek a pause in the implementation of another new system while the work of reviewing and possibly 

amending the state’s standards, curriculum, assessments and growth model are underway. 

Adoption of this legislation would ensure continued evaluations of teachers and principals while also 

shielding school districts from another forced shift and potentially contentious approval process 

while state education policy makers consider next steps.  

For these reasons, NYSSBA strongly supports this legislation and urges its immediate enactment. 

For additional information, please contact NYSSBA Governmental Relations at 518-783-0200. 


